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Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk
Reduction 2015-2030

The substantial reduction of disaster risk
and losses in lives, livelihoods and health
and in the economic, physical, social,
cultural and environmental assets of
persons, businesses, communities and
countries

Health Plan for England -

Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk
Reduction 2015-2030
• To strengthen technical and scientific capacity to
capitalize on and consolidate existing knowledge and to
develop and apply methodologies and models to assess
disaster risks, vulnerabilities and exposure to all

hazards; (paragraph 24 j)

https://www.preventionweb.net/files/50683_oiewgreportenglish.pdf
Hazard

A process, phenomenon or human activity that may cause loss of life, injury or other
health impacts, property damage, social and economic disruption or environmental
degradation.
https://www.unisdr.org/we/inform/terminology#letter-h

Health Plan for England -

Health Plan for England -

IRDR Perils Classification and Hazard Glossary 2014
•

Geophysical: a hazard originating from solid earth. This term is used
interchangeably with the term geological hazard.

•

Hydrological: a hazard caused by the occurrence, movement, and distribution
of surface and subsurface freshwater and saltwater.

•

Meteorological: a hazard caused by short-lived, micro- to meso-scale
extreme weather and atmospheric conditions that last from minutes to days.

•

Climatological: a hazard caused by long-lived, meso- to macro-scale
atmospheric processes ranging from intra-seasonal to multi-decadal climate
variability.

•

Biological: a hazard caused by the exposure to living organisms and/or their
toxic substances (e.g. venom, mold) or vector-borne diseases that they may
carry. Examples are venomous wildlife and insects, poisonous plants, algae
blooms, and mosquitoes carrying disease-causing agents such as parasites,
bacteria, or viruses (e.g., malaria).

•

Extraterrestrial: a hazard caused by asteroids, meteoroids, and comets as
they pass near earth, enter the Earth’s atmosphere, and/or strike the Earth, or
changes in inter planetary conditions that effect the Earth’s magnetosphere,
ionosphere, and thermosphere.

Natural hazards
Technological hazards
Disease
Environmental hazards
Climatic hazards
Humanitarian hazards
Geopolitical and post conflict hazards
Violence and terrorism hazards
Externality, space weather and meteors
Trade Dispute hazards
Financial Shock hazards
Cyber hazards
Transport hazards

And what other hazards should be identified?

https://www.who.int/hac/techguidance/preparedness/health-emergency-anddisaster-risk-management-framework-eng.pdf?ua=1

Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk
Reduction 2015-2030
• The present Framework will apply to the risk of
small-scale and large-scale, frequent and
infrequent, sudden and slow-onset disasters
caused by natural or man-made hazards, as well as
related environmental, technological and biological
hazards and risks. It aims to guide the multihazard
management of disaster risk in development at all
levels as well as within and across all sectors.
(Paragraph 15)

Intensive disaster risk
The risk of high-severity, mid-to low-frequency disasters, mainly
associated with major hazards.
Annotation: Intensive disaster risk is mainly a characteristic of large cities
or densely populated areas that are not only exposed to intense
hazards such as strong earthquakes, active volcanoes, heavy floods,
tsunamis or major storms but also have high levels of vulnerability to
these hazards.

Extensive disaster risk
The risk of low-severity, high-frequency hazardous events and disasters,
mainly but not exclusively associated with highly localized hazards.
Annotation: Extensive disaster risk is usually high where communities are
exposed to, and vulnerable to, recurring localized floods, landslides,
storms or drought. Extensive disaster risk is often exacerbated by
poverty, urbanization and environmental degradation.
Report of the open-ended intergovernmental expert working group on indicators and
terminology relating to disaster risk reduction; UN General Assembly February 2017

UNDRR/ISC Technical Working Group on the
Hazard Terminology Review and Classification
• Launched at the Science and Policy Forum of
Global Platform, Geneva, May 2019
• Task Team consisting of scientists and
technical experts from relevant UN agencies
(including WMO and WHO), scientific
community representatives, and input from
the insurance industry and international
humanitarian organisations

UNDRR
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and others
Industrial
Science
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Development
Forum

UNDRR/ISC Technical Working Group on the
Hazard Terminology Review and Classification
• Aim is to work towards developing a
comprehensive hazard list underpinned
by scientific and technical assessment
• Activities include review of glossaries
from the scientific and technical
domains, building expert consensus
and wider consultation
• Draft list under development

Tests whether to include a hazard
• Does it fulfill the definition of a hazard as per the UN
General Assembly adopted Open Ended
Intergovernmental Working Group?
• Is there internationally agreed UN agency definition?
if no – is there a generally accepted scientific
definition from an authoritative source?.
• (Is the hazard measurable? Are there internationally
agreed standards?)
• What else should be used as inclusion/exclusion
criteria?
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• Does it fulfill the definition of a hazard as per the UN
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In development - setting the parameters for
the hazard terminology review

Number

HAZARD

Primary definition

Brief Definition of hazard: this should be no more than 3 lines/2 sentences.
This should be sourced from the highest possible authority and be applicable to all parties and is preferably a
simple UN definition but also recognised as the highest level that UN member states can use and apply.
REFERENCE/ hyperlink/Web site

Scientific definition

Expanded scientific definition that is preferably measurable, modellable and statisticaly relevant
REFERENCE/ hyperlink/Web site

Metrics, numerical limits or defined guidelines

Any globally agreed metrics, numerical limits or guidelines defined
Should be globally agreed as a recognised standard, if it is only at a regional level than state this as a reference.
REFERENCE/ hyperlink/Web site

Any essential annotations

Such as ‘drivers’ to cause the hazard and any secondary hazards which may be caused by this hazard (if
applicable)
REFERENCE/ hyperlink/Web site

Ownership of Definition(s)

UN or Scientific Agency or Organisation who holds the updating responsibility for the Primary Definition

Name of Contributor/s to hazard definition and dates, updating using version control

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
A. Implementation guidelines
B. Statistical operationalization of terms, definitions and classifications used in disaster risk
management

• develop a single internationally agreed hazard classification, following the
principles of a statistical classification;
C. Set of core statistics and indicators
D. Establishing a community of practice, exchange of experience and knowledge

UNDRR/International Science Council
Hazards Terminology project
• Hazard terminology is essential to assist UN member states
to enhance completeness of reporting for the Sendai
Framework Monitor and implementing the Sendai Global
Targets
• The Sendai Framework provides an agreed method to
enhance capabilities to plan and prepare for, respond to,
and recover from emergencies and disasters in
partnership
• Offers an opportunity to engage at a global level with
stakeholders on guidance and policy issues that could
impact national to local community preparedness

